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Background
Fruits are a major source of fiber, nutrients, and antioxidants, all essential for a healthy diet. Fruit crops play a key role in the economy of both developed and developing countries, and as such, efforts have been made to improve the quality of these crops using both conventional breeding and genetic engineering, which emerged as a major tool for introducing desirable genes in fruit crops. However, societal distrust for such technologies, coupled with misleading and false information regarding their safety, means that traditional genetically modified (GM) technology has been difficult, or impossible to commercialize successfully. For the past two decades, genetic transformation of fruit crops has mainly focused on the enhancement of biotic and abiotic tolerance; however, there are few cases of field evaluation and commercialization of these transgenic plants worldwide. increased levels of antioxidants, better flavor, or sweetness) in addition to improvements such as pest and disease resistance. Where biotechnology is used to target the luxury product market, it has gained consumer acceptance. Examples include the 'blue' pigmented roses developed jointly in Japan and Australia using a transgene for the expression of the blue pigment delphinidin.
Commercialization of genetically modified fruit crop plants
Combining the increased knowledge of the genomes of a range of fruit crops with novel DNA editing technologies will produce new fruit crop varieties with a range of novel traits. Such varieties could confer increased expression of desirable aromatics or sweetness, as well as contributing to a more sustainable mode of cultivation, such as pest and disease resistant phenotypes. Thus, there is scope within the market to offer the consumer a choice of products, including GM products, which offer environmental and societal benefits, as well as novelty and enhanced quality, thus enriching the quality of the consumer experience.
Addressing current challenges
The recent development of cost-effective high-throughput sequencing technologies has resulted in a significant increase in the availability of genomic information for fruit crop species.
Recently the genomes of many fruit species have been published [5] , paving the way for an Engineered nucleases such as ZFNs and TALENs generate double-strand DNA breaks at almost any specific genomic location within plant, animal and human genome, allowing precise genome editing [6, 7] . The latest development in the genome editing toolbox is the CRISPRs method, which is considered to be most efficient, cheaper and user friendly among the three genome editing tools [8] . Despite their innovation, these new technologies present technical barriers.
ZFNs have problems with the efficiency and accuracy on site directed mutagenesis and insertion.
TALENs offers more flexible, precision and cost effective system; however, until recently both ZFNs and TALENs methods have proven laborious and cumbersome in their design. As a result, these methods have not been widely adopted by plant research community. In 2012-13, a new CRISPRs method based on bacterial form of adoptive immune system has emerged and made tremendous progress in the research community. That is because CRISPRs system offers numerous advantages over ZFNs and TALENs: it is simple, inexpensive, easy to design and extremely efficient. A major drawback of these genome-editing tools including CRISPRs are target specificity and accuracy. Detailed methods and limitations of genome editing tools have been described in a number of recent articles [9] [10] [11] , and a number of recent scientific reports on CRISPRs target specificity suggest ambiguous conclusions. Reports show controversial evidence of off target using CRISPRs [12] [13] [14] , therefore, comprehensive studies and caution are required to draw any conclusion on these novel genome-editing tools before their use for fruit crop breeding can be accepted.
Regulating genome edited fruit crops
Many regulatory authorities are implementing new regulations to handle genome edited crop plants. Until now most regulations were limited to transgenic plants and most of the countries adopt either process or product based regulations (Box1).
ZFNs genome editing tools were considered worldwide by many countries to develop new regulations. Argentinian regulatory framework excludes ZFNs-1 from GM regulation, ZFNs-2 would be considered on a case by case basis and ZFNs-3 will be under product-and processbased regulation. EU regulatory bodies concluded that ZFNs-3 allows genes of interest to be delivered to predefined genomic positions unlike transgenesis and might be considered under EC regulations. Australian and New Zealand regulatory bodies concluded that ZFNs-1 and ZFNs-2 would be excluded but ZFNs-3 would be regulated. USA regulatory bodies consider possible exception of ZFNs-1 from regulation [11] . Other genome editing tools such as TALENs and
CRISPRs are recently developed and hence regulation has yet to be defined.
A chance for fruit biotechnology
To date, ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPRs editing tools have not been applied to the genetic modification of fruit crops. Most transgenic fruit crop plants have been developed using Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, and amongst those that have been developed, only papaya has been commercialized. Existing EU regulation on GM organisms may consider the plants produced by ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPRs as non-GM depending on the interpretation of the EU commission and member state regulators [15] . The public awareness of the absence of "foreign gene" introduction perceived by the consumer, along with the effort to explain the advantages of using these new "friendly" genetic editing tools by central authorities, might reverse the actual dichotomy between European and US perception of GM biotechnology.
Furthermore, the definition as non-GM foods would open to new scientific opinions and commercial opportunities for fruit crop improvement. This signifies the importance of these technologies for fruit crop plants welfare to ease any regulatory procedure for GM commercialization (Figure 1 ). produces more vitamin A and non-browning apple which doesn't get brown after fresh cut and retains all its natural flavor, taste unlike other non-GM apple fruits [16, 17] . Acceptance of a new technology is not the issue; consumers experienced in the last 50 years the benefits of conventional breeding based on biotechnological tools. However, the growing food needs cannot be sustained by traditional breeding. These technologies have the potential to offer the consumer products that would be difficult, or impossible to produce using traditional breeding methods, without the addition of foreign DNA typical of traditional GM, that still generates strong consumer concerns and objections. These new crop fruits will remain biotech crops, which is largely acceptable. We suggest the name of Genetically Edited (GE) Crops for plants created with gene editing tools such as ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPRs.
Conclusions and future perspectives
Legend for Figure   Figure 1 . Comparison between GM technologies. Introduction of foreign DNA is the most spread technology applied to creations of GM organisms. Although generally accepted in some countries, this technology is hardly accepted in Europe. On the other hand, new emerging technologies such as ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPRs do not require insertion of foreign DNA, therefore they create less hurdles to public acceptance. The picture represents fruits for which gene have already been modified to fight biotic and abiotic stress [18] .
Box 1. Regulatory process for GMO Process based regulatory bodies
In this regulatory framework, techniques or methods used to obtain GM plants are considered. For instance, if nucleic acid or recombinant DNA are introduced into the plant then this regulation will be implemented. This framework is followed by EU, Argentina, Brazil and few other countries. Guidelines for regulations are defined by United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization and treaties such as Cartragena protocol.
Product based regulatory bodies
In this regulatory framework, consideration will be more on the final product of GM plant. Risk assessment of the product on human health and environment is considered. This framework is followed by US and Canada.
